Scalar Wave Laser for Animal Use
Portable, Easy, Safe & Effective - Learn Online at: DiscoverLasers.com

This is the safest, easiest to use & most advanced cold laser therapy technology. It’s used worldwide to treat a wide range of conditions.


FEATURES 5 Healing Energies in one device. Scalar Wave Laser is easy to use, deluxe, attractive, rechargeable & ultra-portable. This laser is more advanced than any laser on the market today. Perfect for individual users or seasoned practitioners who want to treat the largest range of conditions from both hard and soft tissue categories.

The Scalar Wave Laser utilizes two patent pending technologies, 3 different wavelengths and combines the most advanced cold laser developments with energy medicine & state of the art Quantum Scalar Technology. This is the ultimate tool for addressing multiple facets of health enhancement at the cellular level. It's the ONLY ultra-portable hand held cold laser with fully digital keypad interface for ease of use and vastness of user programmability. Use it anywhere! Has multiple wavelengths & Scalar Waves for clearing cellular memory.

Cold laser has been used with competition horse training & recovery for over 30 years. It has been used extensively for race–horses, show jumpers, show horses, endurance horses, carriage horses, quarter horses, old retired horses, ponies, show dogs, greyhound race dogs, all family pets, farm animals and their owners too.

Using the Scalar laser on wounds and muscle tissue speeds up the body's own natural healing process several times over. This helps to prevent unsightly scar tissue and the white hairs you so often see on old scar sites. The treatment only takes a short time, can be done frequently and has no known side effects, allowing your horse, dog or cat to return to health quickly and painlessly.
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The Scalar Wave Laser is commonly used on animals as well as humans. It is popular for use on horses, dogs and cats. THE BENEFITS OF THE Scalar Wave Laser FOR ANIMALS ARE:

* Reduces inflammation
* Relieves pain
* Promotes circulation
* Supports natural, non-invasive, pain-free healing

There are over 4000 document clinical studies and research papers from SCIENTIFIC AND academic sources to validate the beneficial therapeutic effects of cold laser therapy for use with animals and humans.

It has been used EXTENSIVELY FOR OVER 30 YEARS WITH RACING, PERFORMANCE AND COMPETITION HORSES, AS WELL AS WITH SHOW DOGS, SERVICE DOGS, PETS AND COMPANION ANIMALS.

The treatment only takes a short time, can be done frequently BY ANYONE and has no known side effects, allowing your horse, dog or cat to return to health quickly.

Low level lasers have proven to be beneficial and aid the following conditions in most animals:

* **General**: Stress, OVERWORK, distress, muscle pain AND MYOFACIAL ADHESION, trauma, swellings, joint pain, arthritis, stiffness.
* **Wounds**: Deep cuts, proud flesh, scars, swellings, bruising, edema. Using the laser on wounds, ABRASIONS, AND SKIN DISORDERS, speeds up the body's own natural healing process several times over. This helps to prevent CONTRACTIVE scar tissue AS WELL AS the white hairs you so often see on old scar sites.
* **Operation sites**: PAIN RELIEF, stitches, staples, pins, AIDS IN faster healing.
* **Back**: Sore back, arthritis, RECOVERY FROM BAD SADDLE FIT, FALLS, bruises, muscle pains AND STRAINS.
* **HINDQUARTERS**: Sacroiliac, HIP, PELVIC, STIFLE, AND HOCK ISSUES.
* **Legs**: UNEXPLAINED SORENESS, Tendon AND LIGAMENT injuries AND INFLAMMATION, strains, splints, arthritis, spavins, bruising, SCRATCHES.
* **Feet**: Navicular, laminitis, ringbone, WHITE LINE, HOOF CHIPS & splits, bruises OR ABSCESSED soles, over-reach wounds, thrush, PAW INJURIES.
* **Head**: Sinus INFLAMMATION, tooth abscess, INFLAMED gums and ORAL WOUNDS, EAR INFLAMMATION.

Horses, Dogs and Cats RESPOND QUICKLY and HAPPILY to the Scalar Wave Laser. They relax, breath more fully, and ARE MORE playful and ENERGETIC.
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